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Abstract

The linear trapping process of whistler waves in a field-

aligned density crest is investigated theoretically and

experimentally below w = u /2 (half gyrofrequency). The

conditions of the crest trapping are derived in terms of the

frequency OJ/CO / the incident wave-normal angle 6. , and the

density ratio n./n , where n. and n denote the density at

the incident point and that at the ridge, respectively. The

oscillation length of the trapped ray path is calculated for

a parabolic density profile. The experiment on antenna-excited

whistler wave has been performed in a large magnetized plasma

with the density crest. The phase and amplitude profile of

the whistler wave is measured along and across the crest. The

measurement has verified characteristic behaviors of the crest

trapping.
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I. Introduction

As is well known, the low-frequency whistler waves in a

uniform plasma have the group velocity directed almost along

the static magnetic field B . In the early stage of the study

of whistlers in the ionosphere, it was thought that this

property was sufficient to account for the long propagation of

whistlers along the lines of geomagnetic field. However

subsequent observations suggested that there may exist some

guiding mechanism along the field-aligned density crest (or

trough) somewhat in the manner of a metalic wave-guide.

1 2 3

The ray theories ' or the reductive perturbation theory

well describe the guided propagation along the wide crest (or

trough) whose width is much larger than the wavelength. The

crest trapping is possible only below w = u /2, while the

trough trapping may occur both above and below u> = w /2, where

u and w denote the wave and the electron cyclotron frequency,

respectively. This is the result of anisotropic nature of the

whistler propagation that the directions of group and phase

velocities with respect to B are quite different above and

below us = uc/2.

While there are great numbers of ionospheric observations

indirectly supporting the guided propagation, recent laboratory

experiments have verified clearly the theoretical picture

of the trough trapping, taking the advantages of the. detailed

diagnostics and the artificial parameter control. In the

wide ' and the narrow density troughs, the whistler wave has

been observed to be trapped over the wide range of frequency,
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0.2 < u/w < 0.9. However, little experiment has previouslyc

conducted on the crest trapping. This type of trapping is of

particular interest since this linear process is an origin of

nonlinear self-focusing of whistlers below <o = u /2. In

the self-focusing process, the wave nonlinearity produces the

density crest, which in turn traps and enhances the wave

therein.

In this paper, we report laboratory observations and

theoretical comparisons on the whistler wave trapping in the

wide density crest. In Sec.E , the theory of the crest trapping

will be presented, bearing the antenna excitation experiments in

mind. After describing the experimental apparatus and method in

S e e m , the experimental results are presented in Sec.IV and

discussed in Sec.V. Finally, in Sec.VI the results are

summarized.

H. Thaory

For simplicity, we shall consider that the static magnetic

field B is constant in magnitude and direction (the same as the

z-axis) and that the plasma density n(x) varies only in the

x-direction, gently compared with the wavelength.

The ray trajectory r(t) of the whistler wave of frequency

u and wavenumber k is obtained by the following set of differ-

ential equations

dT =• ' dT ~+ ' dT 3u ' dT 3t ' U )

OK or
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Here the quantity T is a measure of distance along the trajectory.

The local dispersion relation of the whistler wave is expressed-,

2 2
for a) (x) >> a) , as

e(w, ic, x) = u - a) (x)/[w(w cos6 - w)] = 0, (2)

where the refractive index u = |ck/w|, the wave-normal angle

8 = •J k, 5 , and u (x) denotes the local value of electron plasma

frequency.

The z-component of the second equation in Eq.(1) represents

Snell's low, i.e., u = ck /OJ = constant, where k = k cos9. We
z z z

assume that co is constant along the trajectory and that k is on

the x-z plane. Then, Eq.(1) is reduced to

dx Kz*u ' l , w ,
 2y to J

c (1 + Y
2 ) 1 / 2 c

C3,

dy _ w d 2

zuc

where y = tane.

To find the analytic solution, we suppose a parabolic type

2 2 2
of the density crest, n(x) = n (1 - x /a ) , and hence to (x) =

2 2 2
u n (1 - x /a ) , where a is constant and ou denotes thepo po

electron plasma frequency at x = 0. We shall consider the
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weakly oblique propagation of whistlers with small wave-normal
2

angle (y' << 1). Then, the eliminat

an oscillation equation of the form

2
angle (y' << 1). Then, the elimination of T from Eq.(3) yields

d 2x/dz 2 = - eQ
2x (4)

2 2
where fi = (I/a ) (1/2 - w/o)-,) (1 - u)/w_) • In this derivation,o c c
k is eliminated by the dispersion relation of Eq.(2).

9

For R < 0, Eq.(4) provides unstable solutions such that

x increases exponentially with z, and so the wave energy flow
2

away toward the low density region. On the other hand, for 3

> 0, the ray trajectory is expressed such like x « sing z, so

that the ray is trapped in the density crest to exhibit a

snakelike path. Figure 1 shows the axial oscillation length

normalized by a as a function of OJ/(O .

Evidently, the crest trapping (ft > 0) occurs only for

<o/w < 1/2. This is related to the nature of the refractive-

index surface (polar plot of p = ck/w). For u/u < 1/2, the

shape of the refractive-index surface resembles a letter W as

seen in Fig.2. Namely the surface is upward convex at 9 = 0 ,

and hence the direction of phase and group velocities are on

the same side with respect to § . On the other hand, for u/oi

> 1/2, the refractive-index surface is similar to a letter U

and downward convex, so that the ray direction-and k are on

opposite side with respect to B . Since refractive-index

increases with increasing the density, Snell's law leads to

that the phase velocity is deflected toward the high density
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side both above and below u = u_/2. However, the ray (the group
c

velocity) is deflected toward the high density side for u/w <

1/2, and toward the low-density side for u/u > 1/2. Thus, for

w/to < 1/2, the wave is trapped in the density crest, while the

wave for <o/w > 1/2 is trapped in the density trough.

However, it should be noted that the wave for w/uc < 1/2

is not always trapped in the crest. We shall consider the case

where the whistler wave of frequency below wc/2 is externally

launched with the incident wave-normal angle 6. at x = x. where

n(x.) = n. . Then it depends on three parameters of w/co , 8.,

and n^ whether the wave is trapped by the crest or not.

It is very convenient to treat this problem graphically

with aid of refractive-index surfaces and Snell's law.

Refractive-index surface is a locus of a tip of vector u as 9

is varied. Equation (2) represents that three arguments

determines the refractive index as p(w/wc, 9, n), and that the

angle 8 should be less than the phase-velocity resonance-cone

angle 9 [= arc cos (w/u> )]. Also, the value of \i increases

with,n, while pi becomes minimum, at the critical angle 8 =

cos" (2w/w ). According to these properties, the domain of

refractive-index surfaces for different densities and constant

m/ia can be divided into three regions as shown in Fig.2.
c

In this figure, thick solid curve indicates the refractive-

index surface for the maximum density n . Regions I, H , and

IE are bounded by the thick solid curve, resonance cone lines,

and a tangential line which is normal to B and passes through

the minimum points of the thick solid curve. Further, Region
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HC is splitted into two regions (HI, and HI^) / and Region H

into four regions (H. to H. ) by dashed lines given by 8 = 9 ,

as shown in Fig.2.

In the initial condition, the refractive-index vector has

the magnitude y(u/u , 6., n.) and the incident angle 6.. By

Snell's law (ycose = constant), the tip of vector \i moves on a

line drawn normal to B and passing through the tip of the

initial vector y. Then we can construct the ray path graphically,

following that the ray direction is always at right angles to the

refractive-index surface (refer to page 44 in Ref.l about this

graphical method).

Eventually, ray paths for OJ/W < 1/2 can be classified
c

into three types: the ray path trapped by the crest (Type I),

the ray path trapped by the trough (Type 31) , and the ray path

trapped neither by the crest nor by the trough. Further, the

type of ray path can be anticipated from the incident wave-

normal angle 6. and the density n.. Namely, when the tip of

vector u given by the initial parameters (w/u , 8., and n.) is

present in Regions I, JX, and m , we obtain Type I, H, and m

of ray paths, respectively.

Figure 3 illustrates each type of ray path, together with

the assumed density profile n/n = 1 - (x/11.5) , as the

incident angle 9. is varied for u/w = 0.32 and x. = - 3 cm.

Here the ray trajectories are calculated by Eq. (3) and exhibitted

with reduced axial scale of 1/20. In case of Type H , the ray

is unable to reach the ridge (x =• 0) of the crest, and eventually

it is deflected toward the low density side. In this case, the
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ray can be trapped by the trough which is surrounded by the

ridges of the maximum density n . On the other hand, Type HI of

ray path passes through the crest as well as the trough..

The crest trapping occurs only when the tip of the incident

vector \i is present in Region 1. Thus the condition of the

crest trapping is expressed, as

y(u>/a>c, &c, nQ)

(5)

According to Eqs.(2) and (5), the trapping condition is re-

written, in terms of u/u , 6., and ni/n , as

cos8i < 2(u/u)c)[l - (1 - ni/no)
1/2]/(ni/no). (6)

Figure 4 shows the trapping boundary of 0. calculated by Eq.(6)

as a function of n./n , for different frequencies. Maximum

incident angle which can be trapped in the crest increases with

decreasing <*>/« and/or with increasing n./n .

Finally, we have investigated how the oscillation length

of the trapped ray path varies with the incident angle 6..

Solving Eq.(3) numerically, we have made the ray tracing and

measured the oscillation length for n/n = 1 - (x/10) and

x. = 0. Figure 5 shows the obtained results in the form

normalized with 2TT/3 (the oscillation length for 8. = 0 ) .
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HI. Experimental Apparatus and Method

A large magnetized plasma has been produced to study the

crest trapping of whistler waves. A schematic diagram of the

plasma device is shown in Fig.6. In a vacuum chamber of 34.5 cm

in diameter and 150 cm in length, a discharge plasma is produced

-4in argon at a pressure of 2 x 10 Torr. An oxide coated cathode

of 30 cm in diameter is heated indirectly with power supply of

5 - 8 kW. The discharge (voltage 30 V, current 150 A) between

cathode and the mesh anode is pulsed on for 4 msec with a

repetition frequency 60 Hz.

The high density (n =10 cm ) plasma is confined by

a uniform (SB/B < 0.5 %) axial magnetic field (B < 1 kG).

Langmuir probe measurements have proved a crest type of the

density profile where the half-value width of the radial density

profile is about 20 cm and the axial profile is uniiform over

100 cm within 10 %. The plasma density is proportional to the

discharge current, and so the density and the magnetic field

are independently variable. Most of the experiments are conducted

in an afterglow plasma with the density n - 2 x 10 cm and

electron temperature KT = 0 . 5 - 1 . 0 eV. The e-folding decay

time constant for density and temperature are x =0.5 msec and

T = 0.25 msec, respectively. The slow density and temperature

decay does not affect the propagation of whistler waves within

the time scale of the experiment. The ratio of the electron

plasma frequency u to the electron cyclotron frequency w is

10 - 30.

Whistler waves are excited and detected with shielded
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magnetic-loop antennas inserted into the plasma column through

axial and radial ports. Radial and axial motor-drive systems

enable continuous data display and two dimensional ray tracing.

Continuous rf signal of frequency W/2IT (10 - 500 MHz) is applied

to the exciter loop. The resultant wave signal is received and

led to the interferometer circuit to measure the spatial distri-

bution of wave amplitude and phase. For amplitude measurements

without phase factor, a square detection method is used. All

data are sampled with a boxcar integrator and averaged over many

reproducible afterglow periods.

IV. Experimental Results

To enlighten the effect of the density crest on the

whistler wave propagation, typical raw data of axial inter-

ferometer traces are shown in Fig.7. Heavy damping for u/u =

0.7 visible in the figure is mainly caused by the geometrical

divergence of the energy flow and by the radial density inhomo-

geneity which deflect the energy flow toward the low density

region. On the other hand, small damping accompanied with the

long spatial oscillation of the wave amplitude is recognized for

u/(o = 0.3. This is regarded as a manifestation of the crest

trapping effect. Namely, the ray is trapped and meanders

around the ridge of the crest.

Measurements of the radial profile of the wave amplitude

also suggest the crest trapping effect for OJ/OJ < 1/2. As the

wave is excited at the radial position slightly apart from the

ridge (r = 0), the wave amplitude is measured at the fixed
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axial distance. Figure 8 shows measured radial profiles of :he

wave amplitude for different frequencies, together with the

radial density profile.. When u/oo is close to 1/2, the radial

amplitude profile is rather broad. However, as the frequency

is decreased, the profile sharpens and its peak shifts toward

the high density side, as seen in Fig.8. The lower the

frequency is, the larger the peak shift is. The transvers shift

of the peak corresponds to the deflection of the ray due to the

density inhomogeneity.

The density n. at the exciter position normalized by the

maximum density nQ is n^/n = 0.96 in Fig.8. Then, for w/wc >

0.4, the crest trapping does not occur at any incident angle

8. as seen in Fig.4. For u/w < 0.4, the oscillation length of

the trapped ray path becomes short with decreasing the frequency

as seen in Fig.l. Thus the frequency dependence of the observed

peak shift is qualitatively consistent with the crest trapping

theory.

The effect of ratio n./n on the crest trapping is examined

as the radial position of the exciter is varied in a given

density distribution with w/ui fixed. The comparison of radial
c

•amplitude profiles at different axial distances are shown in

Fig.9 for n./n =0.96 ( r = - 2 . 5 cm) and n./n =0.81 (r =

-5.2 cm). The ray for n-/n
o = 0.96 is found to be bent toward

the high density side, while the ray for n./n = 0.81 is almost

straight along B . This observation agrees with the theoretical

prediction that the crest trapping for CO/OJ = 0.29 occurs for

n./n > 0.82 as shown in Fig.4.
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Two dimensional distributions of wave phase and amplitude

have been measured in the following manner. Axial interferometer

traces are taken, with axially movable exciter, at different

radial positions of the receiver antenna, and the contour of

constant amplitude and constant phase (maxima and minima) are

derived from these traces.

Figure 10 shows an example for w/w = 0.32 (W/2TT = 420

MHz). For comparison, the radial density profile is shown on

the bottom. The radial position r = 0 refers to the location

of the maximum density n . The exciter antenna locates at r =

- 3 cm where the normalized density n./n = 0.93.

The measured wave amplitude attenuates away from the antenna

indicating the divergence of the energy flow within the group-

velocity resonance-cone angle [= arc sin u/co = 19°] shown by

dashed line. Wavy structure of the amplitude contour is not

the results of near zone interference since it develops after

several wavelengths from the source.

The contours of constant phase is shown in Fig..".0(b).

Axial separation between the close and the open circles is

half of the axial wavelength. The characteristic wavelength

is found to be about 6 cm. Naturally, the phase front should

be symmetric with respect to the radial position of the exciter

if the density is uniform. Significant asymmetry of. phase

contours visible in Fig.10(b) is caused by the wave-refraction

in the inhomogeneous plasma. ,

To compare the experimental results with the ray theory,

we approximate the measured density profile by a parabolic
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function n/nQ = 1 - (r/a) , with a = 11.5 cm as the best fit

value. This is a good approximation for r <_ C, as shown by

dashed line in the densiv profile in Fig.10. For this density

profile, Eq.(3) has been solved with x replaced by r. The

calculated ray paths are shown for 6. = 0° and ± 45° in Fig.10

(a) and 10 (b). In Fig.10(a), three lobes in the wavy structure

observed in the experiment appear to be followed approximately

by the three calculated paths.

The variations of the wave-normal angle 6 along the ray

path is also obtained from Eg.(3). The phase front calculated

in this way has been represented in Fig.10(b), with a series of

line segments on the ray path. These predicted phase fronts

are found to coinside approximately with the observed phase

contours.

The parameter values (u)/io_ = 0.32 and n./n, = 0.93) in

these measurements provide theoretically the maximum incident

angle 9. = 29°, for the wave to be trapped by the density crest.

In the ideal point-source excitation, the frequency w/u = 0.32

allows the wide region of the incident wave-normal angle, |8-|

< 0 = arc cos(co/w ) = 71°. Only small part of the radiated

waves satisfying the trapping condition are trapped by the crest.

In order to make the trapping region of 9. wide, the

frequency is lowered and the ratio n./n is increased. Figure

11 shows an example of the ray tracing under such condition.

Now the parameter values (w/u^ = 0.29 and n./n = 0.96) allow

the wide trapping region, |8-| < 44°. In the measured amplitude

distribution shown in Fig.11, we notice small lobes along the
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resonance cone angle, and a main lobe whose peak shifts toward

the density ridge and crosses over it.

The ray path is calculated for 9. = 0° and ± 45°, assuming

the parabolic density profile with a = 9.5 cm. The theoretical

ray path for 6. = 0° well describes the behavior of the main

lobe trapped by the density crest.

V. Discussions

The experimental results have been tentatively compared

with the ray theory presented in Sec.It . The ray theory holds

in case of gentle density profile. The wavelength is several

cm in the typical experiment while the plasma diameter is about

30 cm. Therefore, the experimental conditions are not necessary

favourable for the theory. In the first approximation, however,

we dare to apply the ray theory because of its physical

simplicity, and we avoid regorous treatment of the boundary

value problems for the narrow density crest.

The plane-stratified model in the Cartecian geometry is

assumed in the theory, while the experiment has been performed

in the cylindrical geometry. The ray path in the cylindrical

model can be helical along the axis in general. However, the

trajectory of the ray injected along B is not helical but

lies on the plane of constant azimuthal angle if the azimuthal

density gradient is negligibly small compared with the radial

density gradient, as in the experiment. Then the plane-

stratified theory derived in Sec.It is applicable to the

experiment. In the actual experiment, the density profile
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often lacks the azimuthal symmetry, and in such case the observed

ray path did not agree quantitatively with the plane-stratif ie'd

theory. In such situation, three dimensional measurement of

the ray path would be required.

The diameter of the exciter loop is much less than the

plasma diameter, and hence the exciter is regarded as a point

source which in general radiates the whistlers at any values

of the incident angle in the region, |9-| < arc cos (<jj/coc) . The

calculation of the antenna radiation predicts that the

optimum radiation occurs at 6̂  = 0 and 9 in loss free plasma.

Since the collisional loss dimishes the radiation at the

resonance cone angle 0r, we consider that the small exciter

loop radiates whistlers dominantly at 9. = 0 in the experiment.

To specify and control the incident angle, we have tried a

dipole antenna array of 20 cm in length. Practically, this

large antenna has radiated the plane wave at a definite

incident angle. However, the profile of the wave amplitude is

so broad that the peak shift due to the refraction effect is

obscured. In case of the small loop antenna, the amplitude

profile is sharp enough to measure precisely the small peak

shift of a few cm.

In the experiment, the gradient scale length a of para-

bolic density profile is approximately 10 cm. And so the

oscillation length of the trapped ray path is beyond 100 cm

as found in Fig.l. On the other hand, the plasma length is

limited to 85 cm in the measuring region, so that we were

not able to demonstrate one oscillation of the trapped ray
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path, also because of the wave attenuation.

VI. Conclusions

The trapping process of linear whistler waves in a

field-aligned density crest has been studies theoretically and

experimentally below w = w /2. Bearing the antenna excitation

experiment in mind, the condition of the crest trapping are

clarified in terms of the frequency u/u , the incident wave-

normal angle 6., and the density ratio n j / n
o / where n- and n

denote the density at the incident point and that at the ridge,

respectively. The oscillation length of the trapped ray path

is estimated for the parabolic density profile.

Whistler waves are launched by a magnetic loop antenna in

a large magnetized plasma with the crest type of the density

distribution. Two dimensional ray tracing is made and the

results are compared with the computed ray path. The ray is

observed to be deflected toward the high density side when the

trapping condition is satisfied.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l Normalized oscillation-length 2IT/6 of the trapped ray

path as a function of normalized frequency w/co , for

e - 0°.

Fig.2 Regions of refractive-index surfaces. Thick solid and

thick dashed lines indicate the refractive-index surface

at the ridge point and that at the incident point.

Fig.3 Type of ray path with the assumed density profile

indicated at the bottom.

Fig.4 Boundary lines of incident angle 9̂  and density ratio

n./n f°r crest trapping, with ci)/wc as a parameter.

Labels "T" and "U" indicate trapped and untrapped

regions, respectively.

Fig.5 Normalized oscillation-length SQ/B of trapped ray path

versus incident angle 6^, for different frequencies.

Fig.6 Schematics of experimental arrangement.

Fig.7 Typical interferometer traces of whistler waves in the

density crest. uc/2ir = 270 MHz, w /uc = 36.

Fig.8 Radial profiles of wave amplitude observed at z = 84

cm for different frequencies, with the radial density

profile indicated at the bottom. UC/2TT = 210 MHz,

Wpo/Wc = 26'

Fig.9 Radial profiles of wave amplitude at different axial

position z, for radial positions of exciter at r =

-2.5 cm (dashed line) and r = - 5.2 cm (solid line).
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Fig.10 Two dimensional measurement of (a) wave amplitude

contour and (b) wave phase front, with radial density

profile indicated at the bottom. Theoretical ray paths

for different incident angle 6 ̂ are shown by dashed

lines in (a) and (b). Line segments on the ray paths

in (b) indicate the predicted phase front, u/w = 0.2 2

uc/2ir = 1300 MHz, w /«c = 5.0.

Fig.11 Measured contours of constant relative amplitude with

radial density profile indicated at. the bottom. Dashed

lines indicate theoretical ray paths for different

indicent angle 6-. w_/2ir = 250 MHz, u /<o_ = 24.
1 C P& ^
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